Different masking effects on "hole" and "no-hole" figures.
Global information is considered the primitive of visual perception in Gestalt psychology. Further, L. Chen (2005) proposed a new theory of topological visual perception. According to this theory, the perception of topological difference is faster than other feature differences. However, it is still not clear why topological perception has the priority. Based on previous studies, we hypothesize that it is caused by the different perception between figures with "hole" and figures without "hole" in the primitive of vision. In the present paper, four behavioral experiments and one ERP experiment were presented. Four behavioral experiments utilizing backward masking paradigm demonstrated that under the same masking effect, "hole" was easier perceived than "no hole". The ERP data may suggest that feedback connection in visual ventral pathway is disturbed by backward masking for "no-hole" stimuli, while it almost remains the same for "hole" stimuli. We suggest that temporal visual cortex is sensitive to "hole", thus facilitating the feedback connection to the occipital cortex. That is one of the reasons why topological perception is prior to local perception.